Experience design
Sandra Wdowiak

Redesign of invoicing service offered by Nordea
Finland to business banking customers for both
mobile and desktop devices.

Work done during my time as UX/UI Designer in 2021 at Nordea Bank Abp, Copenhagen, Denmark

Problem

Less than a MLP*

The einvoice service for Finland has been
implemented as a MVP in new netbank.  


Closure of previous netbank solution
influenced negative feedback on einvoice
related functionalities, and has made it a
priority to analyse the module and make any
necessary improvements to the functionalities,
existing flows and interface to ensure better
customer experience.
Known issues at the time:
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*Minimum Lovable Product

the old UI

Customers

Who were the customers I designer for?
Dealing with invoices is part of their daily banking routines.

Owners

Members

Finance professionals

Entrepreneur

Sole trader

CEO

Side hustler

Comptroller

Bookkeeper

Accountant

Employee

Goal

What outcome we wanted to see?

Maximize customer satisfaction with
einvoice web and mobile service
Reduce amount of calls and complains
to 24/7 support regarding einvoices
Google HEART matrix
Happines - how happy is your user?

Goals:
Maximize customer satisfaction with einvoice web and mobile service
Signals:
InApp feedback and calls to 24/7
Metrics:
InApp feedback change and reduced amount of calls to 24/7 over 6 months
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PS. Oh, yes, I also did low and high fidelity
prototypes.
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Design system
designer

Design

Core group

Quality
assurance
Scrum
master

* Drives the project

* Organizes workshops etc.

* Facilitates activities

Constrains

Everybody deals with constrains
These were mine:
Time and resources
Should I even explain this one?

New technology and Ways of Working
Development team was moving to new Angular,
this meant that they needed time to learn, hence
the whole development process was taking longer
than usually. Morover, it was the first time in this
area for Business, Design and Development to work
so closely together.

Limitied new functionalities
First priority was to fix known issues and bugs with
constraint of not adding to many new
functionalities that would require additional
backend development work.
No tracking data
Current implementation at the time was lacking
good tracking, hence very limited data was
available to back up assumptions and inform
design decisions.

Process

My overall high-level process
Listen and sense - challenge/opportunity ahead
What is the customer or business problem?

What is the vision and the scope?

What are the benefits?

Who are the customers and stakeholders?

Empowered team - empowered key stakeholders brought together
Do we have the right people onboard?

Do they have relevant knowledge?

Do they understand their mandate and empowerment (and do their leaders understand it)?

Are they committed to prioritize this work?

Co-create - problem solving and exploring opportunities by co-creating solutions
Are we aligned?

Have we fully explored the challenge/opportunity ahead?

What are possible solutions (and how will they contribute into the benefits)?

Are we equippeed to achive the scope?

Do we need to remove or address any impediments?

Pay It Forward - handing the responsibility for the solution delivery and monitor results
Is the PO and Developers onboard with the solution?

What can we do better next time?

Have we discovered new items to be added to backlog for next PI?

What are we learning from data (after implementation)?

Process

How it was done
Several major iterations were made. I started from involving as many relevant
people as possible, understanding the challenge, researching etc.


Once we decided on the direction I moved on to create first designs, several
iterations later they were ready for secound round of user tests.

Empathise

Define

Ideate

Prototype

Test

Reiterate

Process

How it was done
We practiced Design Thinking philosophy.
Some of the things we did:
Desk research (including going through feedback from 24/7 support)
Card sorting test to learn about information architecture
Innovation sprint
A lot of iterations, workshops, alignment across teams, demos and
collaboration

Solution

Here is what happened
New information architecture (IA), interface,
functionalities and tracking proposed.
Landing page
Other ongoing projects influenced our
module, hence opened up a possibility for
having a dedicated landing page with new
information architecture.
Tracking
To measure the sucess as well as to have
data to inform design decisions in the
future we’ve mapped out tracking needs
which were to be implemented together
with the designs.
the new UI

Solution

Highlights

Desktop - before

Main changes in invoice settings sub-page:
Improved page navigation
Breadcrumbs introduced on all levels
Human language
New naming convention with no jargon
and sections explanation text introduced
Easy access to important pages
New layout (aligned with rest of netbank)
enabled introduction to important
shortcuts component
Information architecture
Information was grouped in a more
intuitive for users way

Mobile - after

Desktop - after

Solution

Highlights

Desktop - before

Main changes in invoice settings sub-page:
Easy access to fees information
File with current fees is available at hand for
the users
Human language
New naming convention with no jargon,
section explanation text introduced, more
context in action button

Mobile - after

Desktop - after

Solution

Highlights

Desktop - new category / page

New sub-page proposed:
Pre-defined products and services
To speed up the process of new invoice
creation, products and services sub-page
was introduced. 

Users would then have a possibility to predefine items that could be choose from a
list when creating a new invoice. 

This functionnality was a new feature.

Mobile - new category / page

Takeaways

Some learnings
Collaboration and open communication helps to deal with expectations and
outcomes.
Partner in “crime”

Content matters

Having a trusted partner with whom I could
collaborate with, exchange ideas and duties helped
me to avoid a burnout.

During this project I realised how important is the
content and the context we present to users.
Crafting extraordinary user experiences requires
inclusive and human language, especially in
industry like finances. After all not all customers are
familiar with the jargon used within the company.

We are all designers
Everywhere I look, I see people making design
decisions. Sometimes more consciously, sometimes
less. Involving others in the design process created
more awareness among others and enabled them
to contribute to the result, which now feels like ours
- not theirs, and more importantly it covers both
customers and business needs, not one or the
other.

Design system
Even tough we had great design system available
at Nordea there were still some patterns that
needed to be discussed. Facilitation of that dialog
showed me how important it is to keep user in
mind instead of own ego and preferences.

Outcome

Did we achieve desired outcome?

I am not sure!
I was not there to finalise all designs or to see the implementation as I changed
jobs.
You may wonder why I am then including this case study in my portfolio?
Well the answer is simple, I am proud of the work I did even tough I didn’t finalise
it. Moreover, as designers we will not always do the whole “perfect” design
process, either due to constrains we face, or because we are not there, or there are
other reasons. That shouldn’t stop us from sharing.
Now, because I was not working alone and everyone was highly involved in the
project, doing a “handover” was very simple. 

And no, I am not anxious about what happened with the work I did

Thank you for reading!
And if you are in for more, have a look at these:
Innovation sprints
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